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Delft

Welcome to Sri Lanka The paradise island, discover the vibrant colours,
diverse cultures, and swaying palm trees of this tropical jewel. The
Serendib to the Arabs, Taprobane to the Greeks and Ceylon of the English
is famous for its richness, beauty and diversity.
Endless beaches, timeless ruins, welcoming people, flavorful food and
famous tea has made the island one of the most sort for tourist
destinations in the world today.
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Be it a day on the beach, chilling out in the hills, feeling the rush of a
white clear waterfall or taking a tour to a pleasantly relaxed national
park, a tea plantation or game sanctuaries, We at Red Apple Travel &
Holidays Lanka (Pvt) Ltd can customize a holiday to best suite you.
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Our young & friendly team of experts at Red Apple Travel & Holidays
Lanka (Pvt) Ltd focuses in providing an unforgettable travel experience in
exploring this exotic island to our clients.
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The beautiful island country of Sri Lanka is known as one of
Asia's ultimate tropical paradises for its endless miles of
golden beaches and abundant natural riches. Dazzlingly
white and often untrodden, they ring the island so that no
matter where you go, you'll be near a sandy gem.

UNESCO has recognized eight World Heritage Sites in Sri Lanka,
which is an impressive number for a small island. The country is a
treasure trove of man-made and natural wonders.

Sri Lanka is one of the nest wildlife watching countries in South
Asia. It is may be small in size, but the varieties of fauna and ora
found here, would do justice to a country many times its size.
Even a visitor with only the most casual of interest can't help but
be overawed by the sight of the great herds of elephants, elusive
leopards, hundreds of colourful birds.

Choose from the most comprehensive selection of the Hotels
the country has to offer ranging from budget accommodation
to luxury resorts & boutique villas.

Galle Fort- The Dutch Fort forms a beautiful urban
environment; stroll the walls at sunset and take a journey to the
island's colonial past.

The breath taking and panoramic views of the coastal lines
are yet another proof to choose this paradise surrounded by
tranquil waters as your ultimate holiday destination.
Lay back, put on some sun block or get a golden tan while
sunbathing on the beach and enjoy long walks along the
banks of the sea. Take a snorkeling tour and dive in to the
pristine waters or enjoy the amazing views of stilt fishing.

Kandy, The Royal City- A city of imposing colonial-era and
Kandyan architecture, none more impressive than the Temple of
the Sacred Tooth Relic, one of Buddhism's most sacred shrines
and the heart of culture. History and culture of this city are on
tap. Its vibrant cultural life and attractions more than justify a
visit at any time of year.

Sri Lanka also offers world class sites for the surfers to pursue
a perfect break. You might even stumble upon the chance to
see blue whales surging through offshore swells and turtles
crawling onto moonlit beaches. When in Sri Lanka you're
always just a short hop from something utterly new.

Sinharaja Forest Reserve- This evergreen rainforest is one of
the few virgin rainforests left to date in the world. While you
indulge in the serenity of the atmosphere rich in fauna & ora,
you also get to experience the tranquil lifestyle of the
community.

WATER SPORTS
Diving in Sri Lanka is a rising water sport along with its sur ng
which is huge in the south coast. Excellent places for aquatic
pleasures can be found right around the coast; most still
untrodden and seldom visited.
Arugam Bay- A beautiful crescent of sand in front of a village
which is a famous year-around sur ng site and a paradise for
snorkeling. Home to abundance of tropical sh.
Great Basses Reefs, Kirinda- Dive and discover the hidden
treasures of these basses. Its tricky access and ckle conditions
only add to the mystique of Sri Lanka's best dive sites.

We at Red Apple Travel & Holidays Lanka (Pvt) Ltd have
partnered with ve-stars to one-star class hotels across the
island which makes it possible for our clients to experience all
of the opulence the island has to offer at affordable prices.

Yala National Park- Yala boasts of the highest density of
Leopards. It is a place to enjoy wildlife in a tranquil setting.
Kumana National Park- Bird Enthusiast watch out! This is Sri
Lanka's prime bird watching destinations. Plentiful sceneries
and other wildlife a galore.
Minneriya National Park- If you ever wanted to see
elephants in the hundreds, this is the place to go, famous for the
site of The Gathering
Uda Walawe National Park- A major eco-tourism
destination in the country. It's an exciting place for bird and
wildlife enthusiast.

Dambulla- The Golden Cave Temple of Dambulla, best known
for its extraordinary statues and wall murals. Dambulla is a scent
of unique interest.

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

Sigiriya- The Lion Rock, soaring dramatically from the misty
central plains, this enigmatic ancient Fortress is one of Sri
Lanka's most dramatic sights. To unravel its secrets, one must
climb its series of vertiginous staircases attached to sheer walls
to reach its at-topped summit that contains the ruins of an
ancient civilization. The sheer splendor of its world renowned
frescoes and the pair of colossal lion's paws carved into the
bedrock could not be explained in mere words.

Come discover the colonial legacies of the Dutch, the
Portuguese and the British in Sri Lanka. Their legacies are
today's atmospheric sights. Through the shady trees of Colombo
you will see the structures of the empire at its most magni cent.
Head to the hills and discover the wonderful colonial era tea
planters' bungalows tucked away on the ever-productive tea
estates. Down on the south coast is Galle, which is arguably the
gem in the colonial architecture crown.
Polonnaruwa- The glories of the medieval city of Polonnaruwa
can be found in archaeological treasures that still give a pretty
good idea of how the city looked in its prime. Discover the
delights of exploring through hundreds of ancient structures
tombs and temples, statues and stupas in a compact core.

Bar Reef, Kalpitiya- Ideal winds for kite sur ng and littleexploited. This is where dolphins play in their hundreds near the
pristine reefs of Kalpitiya.
Pigeon Island National Park, Trincomalee/Nilaveli- The
best remaining coral reefs with high live coral cover in the
country and is an ideal location for scuba diving and snorkeling.

Anuradhapura- The timeless ruins of Anuradhapura are one of
South Asia's most evocative sights. The sprawling complex
contains a rich collection of archaeological and architectural
wonders. The sacred and the secular come together in a
sprawling precinct spanning centuries of history.

Batticaloa- The hub of activities, the ideal place to be sur ng
the waves, pull off cool techniques, jump high off the wave and
to spin in the air.

Central Highlands- Sri Pada Peak Wilderness, Horton Plains
and the Knuckles Range shelter is a habitat for an exceptional
number of endemic species of ora and fauna. The breathtaking
view of the Misty Mountain makes it ideal for hikes.

Weligama- The sandy village, one of the best places to
discover the connection with the ocean and to catch your rst
wave.

www.redappletravel.com

Nuwara Eliya- Known as Little England for the vague
British-Country-Village like feel you get with its colonial-era
bungalows, Tudor-style hotels, well-tended hedgerows and
pretty gardens. These misty highlands are the ideal step for
relaxation and the best cool-climate escape from the busy
hustling of the city. Treat yourself to a night in one of Nuwara
Eliya's colonial hotels, play a round of golf or a few frames of
billiards, and soak up the town's unique by gone heritage.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
Explore and indulge in the wide variety of delicious cuisines
available in different regions of the country during your
holiday in Sri Lanka. You can chill out at a cool pool bar, enjoy
a casual meal at a lobby cafe or to go for elegant ne dining
at themed restaurants or settle for something unique and
enjoy the wonderful signature dining experiences that are in
store for you.
Restaurants of varied ambience across the island offer you a
range of dining options from sizzling seafood BBQs featuring
the catch of the day fresh off the ocean, to delicate morsels of
haute cuisine too beautiful to eat and from exotic Japanese
delicacies to old favourites from the West at very economical
prices. For those who favor their own authentic tastes can
easily nd restaurants across the country that caters Chinese,
Indian and Western cuisine.

